
Sex Machine Australia
 

When it comes to pleasuring ourselves, indeed we’ve come so far! While the handy means

have always proven to be reliable, the existence of sex doll brothels, wearables, and VR porn

has shown that we’re now living in the future. So why not bring the future to your home by

getting the latest sex machine Australia would be very satisfied to have? 

 

Presenting the best sex machines from Bondi Vibes. Also called fucking machines, these

hands-free adult sex toys can get you off big time! And we have something for everyone,

from Starter Packs to Mansturbators to Attachments. You can even design your own! So,

whatever your pleasure is, we’re sure you’ll find something that will take you to new heights

of ecstasy. 

 

Packs for Your Pleasure 

 

The Pack Collections of Bondi Vibes are composed of sex machines that are solidly

constructed, with adjustable angles of up to 85° so you can explore a number of positions. As

such, they are ideal for solo play, couples, or even for more than two! 

 

Our Starter Packs are designed to let you explore your sexuality and sensuality where you

can be in control while you discover the joys of pleasuring just yourself. But if you and your

partner are looking for a different kind of adventure, our Anal Packs can bring you both to the

apex of sexual nirvana. For conventional yet adventurous couples, our Couples Packs are

perfectly made to share and experiment with your partner, delivering delightful and satisfying

but whisper-quiet performance. 

 

 

https://www.bondivibes.com/


Then there’s our Dildo Pack, the latest addition to our line of sex machines. Suitable for all

genders, our dildo sex machines come with a variety of dildo attachments of different

thicknesses and sizes. So, if you feel like you can take things further, there’s one that will

take you there! 

 

Going Solo 

 

Solo pleasure has never been this gratifying with just a touch of a button or with a manual

male sex machine. Our Men’s Masturbators feel like it’s the real deal, giving you that skin-

textured tightness just like a real pussy, and making you shudder in pleasure with each

thrust. What makes our discreet masturbation cups a perfect partner is that you can take

them anywhere just in case you need to relieve that stress build-up. 

 

 

Sex Machine Attachments 

 

What’s a sex machine if you’re using the same attachments again and again? Variety is the

spice of life, and we provide it with an array of sex machine attachments like dildo sets,

fisting toys, dildo adapters, masturbator cups, butt masturbators, butt plugs, vibrating dildos,

dragon dildos, double dildos, speed controllers, and more. 

 

Whether you’re by your lonesome or with your partner, it’s going to be a sexual and sensual

overload as you explore the joys of having a sex machine handy. More than letting you

discover the pleasures of the flesh with our products, Bondi Vibes is the online sex machine

store that can help you customise and design your own sex machine! 
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